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From the STIBC President’s Laptop
By Stefanie Kennell

N

ow that STIBC has held its 2020 Annual General Meeting (AGM) (its first ever using
Zoom), I would like to use this column to talk about what we managed to get done since
Summer 2019 and what we can look forward to in 2021.

Tremendous efforts by Angela Liu, STIBC’s first dedicated bookkeeper, to correct and
standardize internal records and transfer them to QuickBooks, have made the Society’s financial
situation more transparent. So have the financial statements and amended returns prepared by
our new accounting firm, Kaushal & Co., for refiling with the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA).
These improvements are what made it possible for the attendees of this year’s AGM to approve
the financial reports for 2018 and 2019 (postponed from the 2019 AGM), as well as for the year
ending in March 2020.
Now we know. STIBC is running a deficit of more than $22,000 that will increase disastrously if
we fail to close the gap between income and expenditures. Better understanding of the Society’s
finances and the renewal of the lease on our current office (03/2020–02/2023, mentioned in
previous columns) require us to take steps to reduce the deficit. This is why our Banking and
Merchant Services, previously split among Vancity, Coast Capital/Desjardins, and
Memlink/Global Payments (STIBC’s website/e-mail host), are being consolidated at TD Bank
and the website is in the process of being transferred to Membee (with Microsoft Outlook
Exchange for e-mail). After spending far too much for too long and receiving far too little as
regards communication, reliability, security, and service, STIBC will at last have a fully-featured,
comprehensive, comprehensible, affordable banking/merchant services/website arrangement
that enables it to serve better the needs of both its members and the wider public.
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Also on the 2020 AGM agenda were several amendments to the Society’s Bylaws, plus two
motions. The amendments were proposed to correct certain long-standing errors, to clarify the
basic criteria for membership and the status of Associate Membership, to streamline the
procedures for elections and/or appointments of Directors to the Board to further institutional
continuity, and to develop the Code of Ethics’ definition of “fair and reasonable fees.” All had the
objective of making STIBC a more robust Canadian professional organization whose members
are enabled to attain and maintain high levels of competence and standing, ideally as Certified
Interpreters and Translators. Unfortunately, the only amendments passed were those correcting
errors and restructuring the election/appointment process for Directors.
Of the two motions, the first concerned minimum rates and prices for translation and
interpretation; like the amendment to the Code of Ethics that it complemented, by supplying the
underlying rationale, it was defeated. The second motion, which the Board had carefully
considered, was a resolution to raise the current level of membership fees. It had four aims: 1) to
close the gap between revenues and expenses; 2) to enhance services in support of certification
and continuing professional education; 3) to improve the provision of all services through
STIBC’s website; and 4) to lobby government agencies and institutions to require the use of
CTTIC1-certified translators and interpreters (with appropriate compensation). Fortunately for
the future of our Society, the second motion passed.
The 2020 Election of Directors was achieved by acclamation. Nearly every office and at-large
position has been filled by a single candidate. Joining me, Angela Fairbank—who continues as
Registrar—and most of the 2019-2020 Directors, are Silvia Xalabarde as Vice President and
Evelyna Radoslavova as Secretary. However, the Board still lacks a Treasurer--PLEASE
VOLUNTEER!!!—and the Bylaws of STIBC require that the Society have a Finance Committee
with at least two members who are NOT Board Members.
Despite the second wave of Covid-19, STIBC is fully staffed. The office has instituted a range of
safety measures and is working to ensure the safety of all members and visitors. I am delighted
to announce that exams and webinars are being scheduled once again. STIBC’s members and
friends can look forward to expanded offerings as circumstances improve.
STIBC needs you! As President, I cannot stress enough how much our Society’s ability to respond
to opportunities and challenges depends on you. Many possibilities do exist to participate in
committees and interest groups of your choosing. Just let us know. Get in touch with the Board
and/or the office to tell us what you especially care about and would like to help out with.
Stefanie Kennell, Ph.D., C.T.
Certified Translator, Greek to English
President, STIBC Board of Directors, 2019-2021

1

CTTIC = Canadian Translators, Terminologists and Interpreters Council
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Newly Certified Members via CTTIC Exams and On Dossier
CTTIC Exams
Because STIBC started hosting CTTIC exams once again only in September 2020, no written or oral exam
results have been received during the last three months.

On Dossier
Medical interpreting
Antonia Poon: Cantonese<>English
Congratulations!

Introducing Our New Board of Directors

A

t STIBC’s online AGM, held on October 7, 2020 via Zoom, a new Board was elected for the
2020-2021 season. The list of officers is as follows:

President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Registrar:
Members at Large:

Stefanie Kennell, PhD. C.T. Greek to English
Silvia Xalabarde, C.T. Spanish <> English
Vacant
Evelyna Radoslavova, C.T. Bulgarian and English to French
Angela Fairbank, M.A. C.T. Spanish to English
Navdeep Atwal, C.T. Punjabi <> English, C.Crt.I. English <> Punjabi
Stefano Gulmanelli, PhD. C.T. English to Italian
Tatjana Krzman, C.T. English to Bosnian, Croatian and Serbian
Khin Tan, C.Crt.I. Burmese <> English
Ruoxi (Luke) Yin, C.T. Chinese to English
Financial Committee: Soheil Hatami, C.T. Farsi to English
The new board also invites Certified and Associate members alike to contact them should they be
interested in serving on other committees.

Upcoming STIBC Workshops
Grammar Series: Punctuation, Period!
This workshop is for translators who are looking to brush up their grammar skills. It is also useful for
those who are preparing for the CTTIC translation exam.
When: October 28 (Wednesday), 5:00-7:00pm.
Price: Members of other translation associations: $59, STIBC Members: $49, Student Member: $39.
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About the Workshop: In this workshop, we’ll cover the top punctuation pitfalls and predicaments
facing translators, writers and editors. After a brief look at past and present trends, we’ll demystify
the comma; dip into semicolons, colons and hyphens; and discuss when to stick to the rules and
when (judiciously) to bend them. Test yourself with a warm-up exercise (provided in advance) and
get ready to immerse yourself in marks.
To register: Sign up online.

Webinar - The Dead Sea Scrolls and Translation
This one-hour workshop, conducted in French, is open to translators and interpreters of all levels.
When: November 5 (Thursday) 6:00-7:00pm.
Price: Members of other translation associations (and candidates or non-members): $25, STIBC
Members: $20, Student Member: $15.
About the Workshop: The Discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls revolutionized our knowledge of the
Bible, the history of Judaism and the development of Christianity. In this presentation, we will cover
the events surrounding the discovery, the atmosphere of mystery and secrecy shrouding the study,
and the light that the findings cast on Judaism and the development of Christianity. We will then
explore some of the difficulties related to the translation of these biblical documents. The
presentation will propose isolating some applications in translation, more specifically from English
to French.
To register: Sign up online.

Grammar Series: Usage Traps & Myths
This workshop is for translators who are looking to brush up their grammar skills and ask questions
about common usage traps & myths.
When: November 17 (Tuesday) 5:00-7:00pm.
Price: Members of other translation associations (and candidates or non-members): $59, STIBC
Members: $49, Student Member: $39.
About the Workshop: When was impact accepted as a verb? Why are prevent and avoid so often
confused? Is it okay to verbify? This workshop/webinar examines these and other usage questions
and problems affecting today’s speech, journalism and other writing. We’ll also cover the top five
usage myths, discuss the best resources for clearing up usage questions, and—of course—practise.
To register: Sign up online.
Check out our Events Page for more information on these and future webinars. Should you have
further questions, please email us at office@stibc.org.
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Online Learning Opportunities from Other T&I Associations
Canadian Translators, Terminologists and Interpreters Council (CTTIC) – A
Translation Bureau of Canada Presentation
How to do business and become a service provider/freelancer for the Translation Bureau for
languages of lesser diffusion.
Presented by Marc Laviolette
Director, Resources Management Directorate
Translation Bureau
Date & Time: Tuesday, October 20, 11:00-11:30PM (PST).
Cost: Free.
Registration: https://atia.ab.ca/event/webinar-translation-bureau-presented-by-marc-laviolette/

Ordre des traducteurs, terminologues et interprètes agréés du Québec
(OTTIAQ) - Annual Conference
The annual conference hosted by OTTIAQ will take place on November 5 and 6, 2020. The theme
this year is “Connections.”
The conference, including training sessions, will be held entirely online. There is no need to preregister for individual sessions; you may choose which talks and training sessions to attend the day
of the conference. If two events that interest you are being held at the same time, don’t worry!
Recordings of all talks and training sessions will be available during the two weeks following the
conference.
Don’t miss these two days of learning and networking with expert language professionals in a fun
and friendly environment! Registration: https://ottiaq.org/en/events/annual-conference/

American Translators Association (ATA) - Annual Conference
Learn, connect, and leave inspired! Plan now to join over 2,000 translators, interpreters, and
company owners virtually for ATA's 61st Annual Conference. Join us on October 21-24, 2020!
No matter what your language or specialty, whether you are a veteran or first-timer, you'll walk
away from ATA61 with practical and realistic ways to build, manage, and grow your business. Don't
miss this opportunity to learn how to get better at what you do. Registration: https://ata61.org/
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Project Management Without PM Software
By Jonathan Orr-Stav

L

ike most translators and editors, I suffer from PMS. That’s right: Project Management Stress.

In the thirty years that I’ve worked as a freelancer, having to juggle several projects at once—
successfully—has been an ever-recurring problem.
“What you need is project management software,” I have always been told—usually by magazine
articles, or PM software marketing staff. So I tried one. Then another. And another. Over the years, I
must have gone through at least two dozen.
Most have indeed been very tempting. There’s something very beguiling about being able to slice and
dice your projects to generate automated Gantt charts (Mmm—Gantt charts…), Kanban boards, to-do
lists, grid and calendar views. I was particularly drawn to its ability to display the critical path of a
project—i.e., which of the myriad actions on your to-do list are critical to successful and timely
completion of any given project. In my previous life as a computer applications instructor, such
diagrams were enormously useful as a teaching aid (Fig. 1). Critical paths were a killer feature in the
early days of PM software (back in the 1990s)—enough of a reason, in and of itself, to use such
apps—but oddly enough, in recent years, they’re hardly ever mentioned, if at all.
For years, I muddled along, occasionally trying out mind-mapping software to help make sense of
more complex projects. These allow you to produce and manually link together bubbles of various
types—but disappointingly, most are purely one-way hierarchical (parent-to-children), and don’t
allow back-linking (child-to-parent), or linking between disparate bubbles, to reflect the complexities
of the real world. Several years ago, I discovered a little-known but very capable app called
Inspiration, which does offer back-linking—but alas, no critical path (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Mind maps of complex projects that enable back-links are very useful—but don’t
show the critical path.
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Then, some years ago, the thing that every translator dreads came to pass: a significant project of an
important client of mine fell between the cracks, and I noticed only after six weeks. Fortunately, I was
able to scramble and save that situation in time—but the experience prompted me once again to
check out the current batch of most recommended PM apps or services. Reviews that appear at a
given time, such as Top 20 Best Project Management Software: An Overview and The Best Project
Management Software threw up the usual suspects of online services, such as Monday.com, Zoho
Projects, Teamwork Projects, GanttPro etc., so I checked them out.
All boast impressive videos and fancy ways of presenting information to you. But time and again,
whenever I tried any of them in earnest, I abandoned it after a few tries: although these apps may be
very good for managing the construction of the George Massey Bridge or the next Winter Olympics,
they require so much time inputting the information in just the right way, that they defeat the
purpose of the exercise—to spend less time managing projects, and more time actually doing them.
In the spirit of open-mindedness, I still haven’t given up hope entirely: I’m currently road-testing an
online/offline app called Wrike—but I doubt I’ll use it beyond the trial period. Like others, it seemed
promising at first, and offers me those alluring Gantt charts (Fig. 2)—but it, too, requires more input
effort than it’s worth.

Fig. 2: Fancy features, such as Gantt charts, are seductive, but not necessarily essential to
freelancers.
Fundamentally, the problem with most of these applications is that they’re designed for a full-time
manager in charge of a team, rather than for a freelancer trying to corral several projects in the
precious little time they have available for administration. They are tools for managing a sled of
huskies—when what you really need is just a pair of ski poles to ski downhill with, without wiping
out or ramming into a tree.
Also, call me paranoid or old-fashioned, but I prefer to have my project data on my computer, not on
some proprietary server online (which always raises security questions: Who is that company? How
long will they survive? Where is the server located? How secure is it? etc.), so I can access it when I
don’t have online access.
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The problem
So I analyzed the problem from a first-principles perspective. Is it possible, I asked myself, to create a
system, in-house and on my computer, which enables me to stay on top of several projects
simultaneously, at my desktop or away from my office on my laptop, without losing sight of any one
of them, or of their respective deadlines?
Eventually, the list of truly important criteria emerged. While timelines, critical paths, and automatic
posting of jobs to the calendar, etc. are impressive and nice to play with,
they are not actually essential for freelancers such as us. What is essential
is that the system, whatever it is, enables you to do six things:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Isolate the important tasks or projects from everything else
Sort projects by date, or by priority
Easily and quickly access the files of any given project
Know the start and deadline dates of any project at a glance at the
project list
5. Work interchangeably at the office, or away—on your desktop
computer or laptop away from the office
6. Easily archive projects on completion and compile a list of
former projects (for marketing purposes)
Then it dawned on me that all these problems could be resolved by means of tools that are readily
available to any Windows, Mac, or Linux user.

The tools and the method
The tools in question are quite simple, and available on both Mac and Windows: alias folders, and a
cloud repository—such as Dropbox, iCloud, Google Drive, or OneDrive.
An alias folder, of course, is a shortcut to an actual folder on your computer, which you can place
anywhere else on your hard drive to suit your convenience. The cloud repository must be of the kind
that automatically and continually synchs with its counterpart on whichever device you’re working
on.
The procedure involved is also simple—comprising four steps:
1. In your cloud repository, create a folder called CURRENT WORK
The uppercase letters are important: they’re your visual cue of AN IMPORTANT PROJECT.
It must be easily accessible from your office computer, your laptop, and any other device.

2. Place an alias of it somewhere easily accessible e.g., on your desktop, or (on Mac) in the Finder
sidebar

3. When a new project comes in, create a folder for it in the CURRENT WORK folder
This is where all the files of that project will reside until its completion, so they’re accessible from
whichever device you’re currently working on.

4. Code the project’s name I use the following scheme: ProjectNo. | TITLE | Client [Deadline mm-dd] (Fig.
3):
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Fig. 3: A sample CURRENT WORK folder.
The Project No. ensures that the folder is pushed to the top of the list when sorted by name—ahead
of non-urgent projects that start with an alphabetical name (e.g. domestic, or personal ones—such
as, say, the upcoming play at my local community theatre). It is basically a date in the format
<yy><mm>, with an extra digit tacked on at the beginning, and an alphabetical letter at the end:




the digit prefix sorts the projects in the order received, or in order of
priority
the yy-mm records the month the project was received
the letter suffix (best in lowercase, so as not to compete visually
with the number) notes the order in which the project was received
that month

Of course, you needn’t sort the list only by Name. To see the project you
worked on most recently, simply click the Date Modified header to sort
with the most recent first.

PMS goals met
In testing, I found that this CURRENT WORK folder setup fulfills the first five of the six essential PMS
goals:
1. It isolates the important tasks or projects from everything else you’re working on
2. It sorts them by date, or by priority
3. It gives you easy and quick access to the files of any given project
4. It tells you the start and deadline dates, at a glance, of any project at a glance, from the
project list, and
5. It allows you to work interchangeably at your office or away—at your desktop computer,
laptop, or any other device that you use for work.
The sixth and final goal—Easily archive projects on completion and compile list of former projects
(for marketing purposes)—is achieved by the addition of another folder in your cloud repository,
labelled DONE, to which you add an alias of each project folder upon that project’s completion (the
actual project folder goes to the client’s folder in the Clients directory). I typically remove the initial
digit before this placement, as the priority is no longer relevant (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: On completing a project, make an alias of the project folder [1]; drag to the DONE
folder [2]—then the original to the Clients’ folder [3]. The DONE folder is then your Recent
Projects list, for marketing purposes.
Over the years, I’ve experimented with a few tweaks to this system—e.g., when I’m waiting for input
from the client, I add [...] to the project name; when the project is complete but I haven’t billed for it
yet, I add a $ sign. You may well think of some tweaks of your own. But otherwise, this basic setup
has served me unchanged, and remarkably well, over the past decade.
While it may not offer the fancy bells and whistles of commercial PM software, it is instantly available
when I turn on the computer; keeps me focused on the projects at hand; tells me their key details at a
glance; allows me to prioritize them easily; makes all their files accessible to me wherever I am,
whether online or off; and makes it easy to compile a Recent Projects list for marketing purposes.
Last, but not least—it’s homegrown, costs nothing upfront or to operate, and uses tools that are
freely available or built into the operating system.
Since this system has been in place, projects no longer fall between the cracks, and I can manage my
work with minimum input effort. I warmly recommend it to all my fellow translators and other
freelance professionals.
I am now PMS-free—and you can be, too.
Jonathan Orr-Stav
STIBC Associate Member
A third-generation Hebrew-English translator and editor
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How to Earn Continuing Education (CE) Points

T

By Angela Fairbank

he other day, I was asked by one of my STIBC colleagues to suggest ways of earning CE points
during these months of Covid-19. (As a reminder, after becoming certified and in order to
retain that status, you must keep on learning and, to prove this fact, you are obliged to submit
Continuing Education credits every year at the time you renew your STIBC membership.)
My quick answer is that opportunities to earn CE points are even more abundant these days. In
addition to serving on STIBC’s Board of Directors, attending or giving workshops through our
Events program, attending our AGM or even becoming involved in the STIBC Voice by writing
articles or offering to proofread, for instance, there are numerous online webinars offered by other
organizations now accessible to a much wider audience then ever before Covid-19. Through my
LinkedIn and Facebook feeds, I learn of new online webinars and conferences almost daily. In
addition to STIBC’s own online workshops, CTTIC, ATIA2 and ATIO3 are parent and sister sources of
Canadian-based translation- and interpretation-specific webinars. Recently, CTTIC arranged a
partnership with Magistrad, which offers T&I courses online–both live and recorded. As an
additional incentive, thanks to CTTIC, STIBC members are currently eligible for a 15% reduction.
(Courses must be paid for by December 31, 2020 but can include courses held in 2021 as well).
Moreover, universities in Eastern Canada are now offering translation and interpreting programs
online: Glendon College (for interpreting) and the University of McGill Continuing Education (for
translation) are two that come to mind.
Further afield, but also accessible, are numerous online webinars (old and new) offered to ATA4members and non-ATA members alike. Added to these are manifold courses and conferences
offered in Europe, South America, Asia and Africa. All you have to do these days is Google your
keywords and you will be offered a plethora of information and courses. Then, don’t forget to
present your certificate of attendance or your receipt when you hand your CE credits form to our
Membership Coordinator when you renew your membership for 2021. I assure you it’s not difficult
to come up with a minimum of eight (8) CE credits these days.
There are other options, too. Have you been involved in a large translation project – perhaps
recently translating a published book of over 50,000 words, for instance – or interpreted during a
significant conference at national or international level? Have you subscribed this year to a
linguistic magazine? I personally subscribe (for free) to Multilingual (www.multilingual.com), which
is relevant to the machine translation industry so that I can keep up with new technology but you
can also subscribe to magazines, reviews or journals in your field of translation or interpreting such
as life sciences (the top field for linguistic work these days), law, finance, real estate…the world is
your oyster. And if oysters are your world, you need only type “aquaculture” into Google to find a
relevant journal. You can also gain CE points if you select texts or mark STIBC’s admission and
practice exams or CTTIC’s certification exams. There is an obligatory training course to learn how to
mark, but there is also a small honorarium for each exam you do mark! Income and CE points – a
winning combination!
2

ATIA = Association of Translators and Interpreters of Alberta
ATIO = Association of Translators and Interpreters of Ontario
4 ATA = American Translators Association
3
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You can also become a member of ATA or any of our CTTIC-sister organizations across Canada or
OTTIAQ (though OTTIAQ does require a good level of French). Last but not least, if you pass a CTTIC
certification exam (translation or interpreting) in an additional language combination or an
additional type to what you are already certified in, that accomplishment also earns you a CE point!
With all the things I do already for STIBC and CTTIC, I had 72 CE credits last year! It’s simply a
choice of how I dedicate my time. And if your income was not great this year, not to worry. Not
everything costs money. Most of the online workshops I have attended this year have been free! To
illustrate my point, just these past two weeks, I attended some excellent T&I related webinars that
I’d like to mention and all were free! On September 30, International Translation Day aka St.
Jerome’s Day, in line with the Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs/International Federation
of Translators (FIT)’s theme for this year “Finding the words for a world in crisis,” I attended an
online presentation by OTTIAQ about how Covid-19 has actually improved the professional lives of
translators and interpreters in general. Not only has it provided much more work for translators
and interpreters worldwide—since there has been a vital need for colleagues in both professions to
transfer and disseminate news about the virus and how to keep healthy and safe everywhere—but
also in so doing it has highlighted the importance of our professions within the global village. We
are considered essential workers. Covid-19 would be a far worse pandemic had translators and
interpreters not been called upon to do this work.
Next, on October 1 and 8, I attended CTTIC’s free two-part series on the history and future of
Translation and Interpreting presented by OTTIAQ’s President, Donald Barabé. If you have not yet
seen this presentation you really are missing out. Donald presents this same information to OTTIAQ
members every two months, so I have now seen it in English and French! When he presents it in
French, it is three hours long, but at my suggestion, CTTIC asked him to divide it into two distinct
parts. Due to copyright reasons, I cannot repeat all of it verbatim here, but I can give you a hint of
some of the information I retained.
First of all, Donald presented statistics on languages in general, largely based on information
provided by the Common Sense Advisory (CSA). For instance, he told us that of the between
200,000 and 700,000 language professionals in the world, 17,420 are in Canada (representing 2.5%
to 8.7%), and 8,650 are in Quebec (1.2% to 4.3% of the world and 50% of Canada). Between 2009
and 2019, i.e. over a space of ten years, the language market grew from a US$23.5 billion to a
US$49.6 billion business. Forecasted growth from 2020 to 2025 is US$57 to US$77 billion.
Here is the translation market presented by region: 54.3% Europe, 29.9% North America, 10.6%
Asia, 2.2% Australia and New Zealand, 1.7% Africa and 1.4% South America. In terms of Global
Human Translation versus Global Machine Translation, the human translation market, which was
US$49.6 billion in 2019, is projected to reach US$56.2 billion in 2021, while the global machine
translation market is projected to be US$983.3 million by 2022. This translates into a projected
increase in the recruitment of translators and interpreters of 46% in the USA.
Donald’s presentation next covered the history of our professions and how world events triggered
their growth. He went on to say that today’s modern economies are based on three major
industries: telecommunications, information technologies and tourism. All three contribute to
globalization and all three require a huge amount of translation and interpretation.
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Some more statistics for you: There are currently 7,097 living languages—2,296 in Asia, 2,139 in
Africa, 1,313 in the Pacific, 1,062 in the Americas and 287 in Europe. While 600 of these languages
have a written system, 49% of the world population speaks 15 languages. One hundred languages
are spoken by more than ten million people, 20 languages are spoken by more than 50 million
people and five languages are spoken by more than 100 million people. Canada alone has a total of
200 spoken languages, of which 70 are indigenous. Part one of Barabé’s presentation ended with a
list of six paradoxes related to the Translation and Interpreting professions.
A week later, I was back in front of my computer watching part two, which concentrated on today’s
challenges, such as the deficient status of our profession, changes in demand for translation, and
social ethics, along with Barabé’s proposed solutions. However, I’ll leave those for you to experience
yourself. I suggest you run, not walk, to find out when he is next scheduled to present this
fascinating talk. It is a totally uplifting experience for all translators and interpreters experiencing
uncertainty about the future of our professions.
Do let CTTIC know if you would be interested in having Mr. Barabé speak again to STIBC and our
sister organizations. CTTIC is also open to ideas for other subjects pertinent to our professions.
Perhaps you would like to make a presentation yourself, or suggest a speaker you found
illuminating in the past.
In between these two presentations, on Saturday October 3, I attended ATIA’s International
Translation Day symposium. This began with a very detailed presentation on cognitive models by
Debra Russell, PhD, a Canadian certified interpreter, educator and researcher at the University of
Alberta. I admit it was a teeny bit too highbrow—or perhaps I mean academic—for me. I’m more
interested in hands-on interpreting than in learning how my brain functions when I’m in
interpreting mode!
After lunch, I listened to a very interesting presentation by Houssem Ben Lazreg, a PhD candidate in
Translation Studies from the University of Alberta, who specializes in media translation. I was not
even aware that UofA had a translation program! Taking examples from his draft PhD thesis, Lazreg
showed clear examples of how translation becomes a weapon when news is manipulated by
Journalators (Journalist/Translators). Houssem showed us how information is, shall we say,
“poetically” translated to suit the needs of the particular bias of newspapers. Since this involves
errors, omissions or, at times, a total change of facts to suit the purposes of the editors and the
factions they support, audience participants raised a number of questions regarding ethics.
For the remainder of the afternoon and into the early evening, I was pleasantly entertained by
ATIA’s “Works in Translation” event, touted as “a casual virtual soirée of literary readings in
translation by TransLit contributors and friends” with “speakers offer[ing] readings, reflections,
anecdotes and dialogue that range from the technical to the romantic to the humorous.”
As Zoom presentations are also another means to network via the chat function, it was through the
bias of this afternoon’s enjoyable poetry-in-translation readings that I met virtually our interviewee
for this month’s STIBC Voice: Wioletta Polanski. So now on to the interview. Take it away Wioletta!
Angela Fairbank, M.A., C.T.
Certified Translator, Spanish to English
Registrar, STIBC Board of Directors, 2019-2021
STIBC Voice Editor, 2019-2021
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Interview Series #VII. An ATIA Member and Literary Translator
By Angela Fairbank
education,
internship, etc.

© Wioletta Polanski
1. Translator, Terminologist, Interpreter—
which of these three professions do you
identify with?
I am a translator of Polish and English.
2. Please provide a brief synopsis of your
education — including language education
— and background related to how you
came to be a Translator, Interpreter or
Terminologist. For example, immersion in
foreign countries and culture, university

mentorship/menteeship,

I was born and raised in Poland, but all my postsecondary education was completed in Canada. I
have a Bachelor of Arts in Drama and East
European Studies, and two Master degrees, one
in Art & Design and Humanities Computing, and
another in Translation Studies, all from the
University of Alberta. My adventures in
translation began during my undergraduate
studies when I was looking into using my
knowledge of another language. In the early
days, the projects I worked on consisted mainly
of document translations and occasional
interpretation. As I progressed, I started turning
my attention towards translation theory and
history, and finally literary translation. My
research interest encompasses the life and work
of Magdalena Samozwaniec, the Kossak Family
phenomenon, translation history, Holocaust
memory, and popular women’s literature. My
latest paper was printed in Studies in Translation
– Cultural and Linguistic Issues in Translation
(2019), published by the University of Silesia
Press, and a set of translated poems was recently
accepted for publication by the Los Angeles
Review.

3. How long have you been working in your chosen profession?
Translation has been a part of my career for a little over two decades.
4. Are you currently working in-house or as a freelancer? If you have had experience in both
types of employment, which do you prefer?
I am a translator by night and an international student advisor by day. Polish is not a language in high
demand but I have been freelancing out of my home-office for the past 15 years. I love having direct
contact with clients and managing a variety of projects. In my early days, I used to work with
translation agencies.
5. Where do you currently exercise your profession?
I translate out of my home-based office in Edmonton, Alberta for clients in various parts of the world.
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6. Are you certified in your profession? If so, by which certification organization(s), and for
how long have you been certified now? If you are certified, once you became certified, did
you notice your income increase slightly, moderately or substantially?
I am certified in the English to Polish combination by the Association of Translators and Interpreters
of Alberta (ATIA). I am also preparing to submit an on-dossier application for certification in Polish to
English. In the past, I volunteered on the board of ATIA, most recently as the VP in Edmonton. As far as
my income is concerned, I have already mentioned that Polish is not a very popular language; two
months may pass without any projects, one month may bring two pages to translate. In my case,
translation is more of a passion than an income-generating career.
7. What have been some of the highlights of your career so far?
The most thrilling highlights include having my papers and literary translations published. My texts
have been published in TranscUlturAl: A Journal of Translation and Cultural Studies, Studies in
Translation – History and Theory, Studies in Translation – Cultural and Linguistic Issues in Translation,
and TransLit: An Anthology of Literary Translation. I select my texts carefully and choose authors of
content I am passionate about. I have translated works by authors whose writings had not been
translated into English before, such as Magdalena Samozwaniec, Mariusz Szczygieł, Rafał Podraza and
Leszek Długosz. I also had the opportunity to teach Beginner’s Polish for two years at the University of
Alberta, and that was one of the most rewarding language-related experiences of my career. Having to
explain the intricacies of Polish grammar and pronunciation made me realize how much I actually take
my native language for granted.
8. Have there been any particular challenges in your profession that you would like to share
with our readers?
What I find most frustrating in our profession is having to deal with translation agencies who claim to
issue “certified translations” that have nothing do to with certified translators. On many occasions, I
and my colleagues have even been approached by such businesses asking to use our names and titles
under already prepared translations, often of questionable quality. This is the main reason why I avoid
working with agencies.
9. What advice do you have for colleagues who are just starting—or thinking of starting—as a
literary translator today?
You cannot become a translator, let alone a literary translator, overnight. It takes good writing skills,
imagination and more importantly, an excellent command of the languages you are translating from
and into. If you are passionate about literature and are a skilled writer, chances are you will produce
beautiful literary translations. If you are a poet, you will most likely succeed at translating poetry.
However, you should remember that translating is not just about finding equivalent words. It’s
primarily about translating culture.
10. Are you a member of any other translation association (apart from ATIA) that is more
specialized in literary translation, and if so, can you tell us a little bit about why you decided
to join and what you get out of it?
In addition to ATIA, I am also a member of the American Literary Translators Association. I decided to
join so that I could expand my network, gain access to valuable member resources, such as the annual
conference, and have another way of reaching out to potential clients.
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11. I understand you are one of co-editors of a literary translation magazine. Please tell us
how you became involved and what it's about—its history perhaps—and how budding or
seasoned literary translators can submit their translations for publication in it.
Under the guidance of Professor Gilles Mossière, I have been volunteering as a co-editor of the
upcoming volume of TransLit. I have had my translations published in TransLit in the past, and I
thought it would be a good idea to get involved in the actual creation process for Volume 12. TransLit
dates back to 1991. In that year, a small group of translators in Alberta, led by Susan Ouriou, started
this anthology. It has since published selections from a wide range of past and present literature in
Canada and around the world, together with translations into/from English or French. It is a print
publication, but e-book versions have also been available (on Amazon) for the past couple of years. I
should also point out that ATIA and LTAC (Literary Translators’ Association of Canada) have always
been generous sponsors of TransLit, and I would like to extend a big thank you to both organizations.
As for submissions, calls are generally advertised on the ATIA website and in the ATIA newsletter.
12. Is there anything I missed that you would like to add?
Thank you very much for the opportunity to share my experience. I am happy to answer any questions
your readers may have, and can be contacted directly via email at translator@wiolettapolanski.com.

Correction from July 2020 STIBC Voice.

T

he photo on page 7, inside the article
called
“Remote
Simultaneous
Interpreting” by Carla Koch, should
have been captioned “Photo © Carla Koch”.
The author also wishes that the following
photo had been used to illustrate her article
rather than the one that was published:

Photo © Carla Koch
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Obituary
In Memory of Raymond Hon Kit Lau (1945-2020)
Jagger, the unwavering spirit of Chris Patten,
the charming dimples of Colin Firth and the
underwhelming stature of Davy Jones and all
together you will have a vivid picture of
Raymond Hon Kit Lau.

I

Imagine someone with pure Chinese
heritage but the baritone voice of Jeremy
Irons, the professorial aura of Peter O’Toole
in Goodbye Mr. Chips, the subtle humour of
Peter Sellers, the Queen’s English accent of
Prince Charles, the gentlemanly etiquette of
Pierce Brosnan, the scholarly wisdom of David
Frost, the grandfatherly kindness of David
Niven, the septuagenarian vitality of Mick

Too much of a British slant, you may say, but
that aptly depicts the unique English nobleman
quality in Raymond’s speech and personality.
Not familiar with any or all of them? Precisely,
that reflects the old chap’s low-key profile in
everything he did. Just as some of these
household names may not be familiar to
everyone, so were Raymond’s contributions to
the Society. Nor were his professions generally
recognized. For years, he was a meticulous
proofreader of our newsletter, an inspiring
exam marker, an active participant in
numerous seminars and courses, a multitasking volunteer in various capacities and a
passionate warrior in the court interpreters’
crusades for dignity and equitable contract
terms. Thanks to everything that Raymond did
for our members in general, STIBC has gained
more clout and credibility over the years. Hon
Kit, Raymond’s Chinese name, loosely
translated, means a hero of Han ethnicity. A
truly, unsung hero was Raymond, not just for
those of us of Chinese descent, but for all of us
at STIBC.
There are plans for a spin-off series of the once
popular sitcom Everybody Loves Raymond. Its
title? Everybody Misses Raymond.

A tribute written by a “Chinese Group of Translators and Interpreters.”
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The STIBC Voice is Calling All Members!

T

he STIBC Voice, published four times a year (January, April, July and October), is looking for
contributions that relate to the translation and interpretation industries locally, nationally,
and internationally.

Author-members eager to share new ideas, sources of inspiration, proposals for improvement, and
experiences of interest to colleagues and friends are invited to submit news items, articles,
announcements or illustrated essays that fit into the following framework:
News Items and Announcements (50–200 words)
Brief notices about events, issues and projects relevant to STIBC.
Feature Articles (500–800 words)
Longer pieces that entertain, enlighten and compel

discussing one or more topics of interest in depth;

sharing knowledge, for example professional experiences, implementation efforts in markets
or tips and tricks;

offering new perspectives on current global issues affecting our profession, such as
migration, citizenship and technological change;

reflecting on technical and linguistic matters, educational issues, regulatory perspectives, etc.
Submissions should include a title, the author’s name and date (section headings optional). The
use of images (paintings, sketches, photos, tables and/or sidebars) for illustration and emphasis is
encouraged.
All contributed material must comply with the ethical principles and standards of professional
conduct set out in the STIBC Code of Ethics (see the Bylaws, Part 14).
Please send all texts (.doc, .docx, or .rtf files, double-spaced 12-point standard font, basic
formatting) and images (.jpg or .png files) to the STIBC Voice Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org
All articles selected for publication will be edited for content (including length, if they exceed the
recommended word count and space is tight), spelling and grammar.
Contributions are welcome at any time throughout the year, but…

THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEXT ISSUE IS
Friday, January 1, 2021.
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T

o suggest ideas for articles or to ask about any other details, please contact the STIBC Voice
Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org.

Please note: Certified Members are reminded that each article they contribute that is
accepted for publication in the Voice is eligible for 1 CE credit under the Continuing Education
Chart subscription/contribution category, which allows a maximum of 5 credits in this category
per year.
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